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Dear readers,
Welcome to the 15 annual
MEDIMUN conference! We
hope that you will take the
opportunity to take with you
everything MEDIMUN has
to offer and enjoy this
unique experience. You will
benefit vastly from enhancing your knowledge on current affairs and meeting new
and intriguing people that
have common, or even contradicting, views and opinions, regarding what’s presently happening around the
world.
Welcoming this year’s topic
on climate change, which is
undoubtedly a concerning
and critical issue to address,
we want to boost your
knowledge on the matter as
it affects us and future generations. It precisely aims to
engage and inspire the delegates, as well as everyone
else involved, to take actions, find solutions and encourage sustainable development. As the Earth’s climate
is now changing faster than
th

at any historical point in
modern civilization, we hope
to embolden youth participation and activism in local
and national initiatives to
create sensible, active citizens who genuinely care
about the future of our planet
and its sustainability.
While you are busy saving
the planet from its variant
issues, like global warming,
pollution and the extinction
of hundreds of animal species in the ecosystem, you
will simultaneously gain
valuable skills that will in
essence provide a breakthrough for successfully
achieving your aspirations
for the years to come.
Hence, we truly wish that
you have an exciting and
pleasurable experience at
your GAs and committees!
When times of trouble arise,
have in mind that the public
information committee will
be there to guide you, the
sales committee is there for a
mini shopping spree, the
admin staff and approval
panel to allow your views

and opinions to be expressed
freely in your resolutions,
the photography committee
to capture your finest moments including your most
fashionable choices and
freezing them in time. Let’s
not forget the food and catering committee which will
provide you with energy to
get through the day! Note
that without the help of the
IT, public and advertising,
and preparations committees
this conference would have
never been able to take
place, so they should receive
equal respect and appreciation. Let us nourish this new
beginning as an opportunity
to leave your mark behind
and make the change you
want to see in the world!

Your editors,
Eva Michael
Stella Panou
Chloe Tserioti
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Lucilia Demetriou

Question of Piracy in New Guinea

Piracy in the Gulf of Guinea,
has developed into a serious, international problem as it affects numerous
countries in West Africa, as well as the
wider international community, making
it an issue of global concern since 2011.
In 2012, the International Maritime Bureau, Oceans Beyond Piracy and the
Maritime Piracy Humanitarian Response Program, admitted that the number of vessel attacks caused by West
African Pirates had reached a world
high, amounting to 966 seafarers ambushed during the year. These pirates
are especially known for their violent
modus operandi (frequently involving
the kidnapping, torture and shooting of
crewmen). According to the Control
Risks Group, attacks in the Gulf of
Guinea by mid-November 2013, remained at a steady level of 100 attempted hijackings in the year, making it a
close second behind Southeast Asia.
The question is what could
really be classified as piracy? The term
‘piracy’ is widely used when referring
to maritime crime in the region, however, the United Nations Convention on
the Law of the Sea, has deemed that
definition incorrect and defines piracy
as an act conducted in the high seas.
Without a doubt, piracy in this
region, is not a new phenomenon. In the
past, the majority of the incidents mainly consisted of maritime robbery, where

individual sailors were often targeted
for robbery and were attacked when
transferring cargo to shore. Since early
2010, however, attacks have started to
differ and incursions have become more
serious and are aimed at directly acquired cargos containing refined petroleum, since the region has been marred
by illegal oil-bunkering or theft.
According to the 2018 Oceans
Beyond Piracy report there were 880
failed attacks, 21 episodes of kidnapping and 100 seafarers were taken hostage. The total estimated cost in the area
as a result of stolen goods has been
$818.1 billion. It is safe to say that this
is a serious affair and has rightfully become a global concern.
One of the main causes is youth
unemployment and widespread poverty.
Under such conditions, it is understandable that young people are recruited into
criminal organisations and are tempted
to take part in criminal activities like
piracy. Furthermore, severe political
disputes contribute to the rise of piracy
in that area and, in some cases, directly
feed into the piracy activity itself.
The Yaoundè Code of conduct
is the widest regional initiative to
counter piracy. It was adopted in June
2013
and
encourages
maritime
cooperation, information sharing and
coordination. The signatory states have
committed to arresting, investigating

and prosecuting those who have taken
part in piracy. They focus on rescuing
ships and persons who are victims to
piracy and have developed a national
focal point in order to create an
effective information flow. A severe
limitation of this Code of Conduct, is
the fact that it is not a legally binding
document. Therefore, it does not impose
any obligations on the signatory states
and its effectiveness solely depends on
the good will, wealth and capacity of
each state.
The European Union is one of
the main fighters against piracy in the
Gulf of Guinea and in 2014. Its four
adopted strategies consisted of: building
a common understanding of the scale of
the threat and reducing “sea-blindness”,
helping regional governments put in
place multiagency institutions, supporting the development of prosperous
economies and strengthening the existing cooperation structures.
Overall, piracy in New Guinea
has proven to be a complex topic a matter of global concern. Therefore, it is
crucial that a solution is found in order
to prevent more damage on shipping
and the severe economic damage that
this problem constructs.
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Report on GA2
At the beginning of the workshop, the chairs took a
roll call of all delegates in order to check who was present
and whether the countries they represent were correctly on
the list.
After that there was an ice breaking challenge of 2
truths 1 lie, with the aim of making everyone feel more comfortable. A ball was thrown around the room and each delegate introduced themselves
then the others had to guess
Eleni and
Protopapa
which fact about themselves was incorrect. Following this
game, there was another icebreaking challenge involving
M&Ms this time. Each colour represented a different category, the delegates were tasked to pick one in random.
When the two games came to an end, it was time for
the chairs to give a detailed explanation of how Medimun

works. A mock debate started after the resolutions were
handed out to each delegate and they were given a few
minutes to read through it. The topic of the resolution was
Sex Discrimination.
The Mock Debate came to an end with the voting.
The first time it was 27 delegates FOR and 16 AGAINST.
After voting again it changed to 21 FOR and 22 AGAINST.
Therefore, the resolution did not pass.
The workshop finished with information given about
this year’s Research Booklet. The delegates were also advised
to read previous resolutions. A deadline was set for the Position Papers and a guide was offered with samples and summaries.

THE QUESTION OF LIMITING THE UTILISATION OF SINGLE USE
PLASTICS IN ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
Single use plastics are often referred to as disposable plastics, commonly used for plastic packaging. These include items intended to be thrown away or recycled such as grocery bags, food packaging, bottles, straws, containers,
cups and cutlery. The material is cheap, lightweight and easy to make. These qualities have led to a boom in the production of plastic over the past century.
Roughly, 300 million tons of plastic are produced
each year and half of it is disposable. Worldwide only 1013% of plastic items are recycled. The nature of petroleum
based disposable plastic, makes it difficult to recycle and they
have to add new virgin materials and chemicals to it to do so.
Additionally there is a limited number of items that recycled
plastic can be used for.
We are already unable to cope with the amount of
plastic waste we generate, unless we rethink the way we manufacture, use and manage it the problem will get worse. Ultimately, tackling one of the biggest environmental scourges of
our time will require governments to regulate, businesses to
innovate and individuals to act. About 32% of 78 million
tones of annual plastic packaging production is dumped in
our oceans. In addition, around 43% of plastic manufactured
is used for packaging, most of it being of single-use. The industry considers 100% recyclable material with thickness
greater than 50 microns and a minimum 20% recycled content as non-single use plastic.
The plastic pollution problem is a global issue that
our planet is facing. Currently most of the attention goes to
modifying consumer behaviour and policy change, but companies have their share of responsibilities as well. There is so
much they can do to reduce, reuse, innovate, communicate

and essentially make an effort to avoid single-use plastics. Up
until now, only a few companies have attempted to do something about it. They have banned straws in big fast food
chains. They have designed plastic bottles mostly with alternative materials. We have seen campaigns that promote returnable bottles, recycling campaigns, beach clean ups and a
lot of “green” advertising, but most of them have been
isolated solutions around the world.
Millions of animals are killed by plastics every year,
from birds to fish to other marine organisms. Nearly 700 species, including endangered ones, are known to have been affected by plastics. Most of the deaths to animals are caused
by entanglement or starvation. Seals, whales, turtles, and other animals are strangled by abandoned fishing gear or discarded six-pack rings. Micro-plastics have been found in
more than 100 aquatic species, including fish, shrimp, and
mussels destined for our dinner plates. In many cases, these
tiny bits pass through the digestive system and are expelled
without consequence. But plastics have also been found to
have blocked digestive tracts or pierced organs, causing
death. Stomachs packed with plastics reduce the urge to eat,
causing starvation. It is therefore crucial to take action by
reducing the production and consumption of singe-use plastics.
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Report on GA3and Article
Lara Tokar
The clock reads 9.10 am. Immediately after the late
Medinews journalist enters the room, the delegates are asked
to exit the room by the chairs. The first icebreaker game of
the day begins where everyone says their name, something
about them and whoever agrees takes their hand eventually
forming a circle. "I think dogs are overrated" says the delegate of Liberia and gasps are heard.
After returning to the classroom, the chairs announce that a presentation will be made about what will happen in the official conference. It is also announced that following this moment, each time a delegate is late, they will
have to go through with a small punishment. The clock
reads 10.14 am and a memory game begins as a break from
the presentation the game goes as; someone says "I went to
the grocery store and I bought apricots" and the next person
says "I bought apricot and bananas" as the game has to be in
order of the alphabet. Some fun things apparently the delegates like to buy at the grocery store are flamingos, hair and
lavender! Upon entering the room at 10.41am the last delegate repeats the entire list, standing up in front of the room
and is faced with encouraging applause.

to do a dare: karaoke singing, Single Ladies by Beyoncé and
some delegates join in to reduce the embarrassment! Following the karaoke punishment a mock debate begins. Resolutions are passed around and time is given for the house to
read them. When the reading time elapses (12.04am) the
submitter of the resolution, Russia, takes the floor to defend
her resolution. The delegate opens herself up to two points
of information. After answering the questions, the delegate
of Russia gives the floor to the delegate of Armenia who
further defends the resolution. The delegate opens herself up
to any and all points of information. The delegates of Peru,
Zimbabwe and Uruguay take the floor to make points of
information.
The delegate of Peru criticises the resolution on the
grounds of its vagueness. The delegate receives a point of
order because the use of the word "vague" was considered
offensive, this is overruled by the chairs. After the delegate
receives 3 points of information, the floor is yielded to the
delegate of Liberia who also attacks the resolution. Following the debate, the voting procedure begins. Admin staff
secure the doors. The resolution passes. Clapping is in order!

It is then revealed that the icebreaker was done before this part of the presentation as the delegates will have to
At 12.52 pm, after the chairs are done giving notes
on
the
debate
including to expand with a point after saying
remember this part of the presentation. It is the description
"the
delegate
wholeheartedly
agrees" and making sure to use
of the debate procedure. A piece of advice from the chairs:
the phrase "the delegate yields the floor" badges are collect“Never show you don’t know something.”
ed and the session wrapped. Everyone leaves smiling excitThe house is seated after the break. A roll call is ed for the challenges the official session will bring, and exdone. The delegate of Poland was late therefore he will have cited to begin their research work to go beforehand!

Climate Induced Migration: A Contemporary Horror Story
The U.N. Convention to Combat Desertification
estimates that 135 million people potentially will have to
migrate by 2045 due to desertification. A study by the nonprofit Climate Central estimates that 300 million people are
at risk of annual coastal flooding by 2050, lest drastic
measures to reduce green-house gas emissions be taken. It is
estimated that 150 to 200 million people will remain
permanently displaced climate refugees. These are real
numbers, based on real research, that will impact our, very
much real, world. Well, a part of it anyway.
National Geographic concludes that most of this
population shift will take place in Sub-Saharan Africa,
South Asia and Latin America, three of the world’s “hot
spots” that represent 55% per cent of the developing world’s
populations. According a report by the World Bank, over
143 million people, making 2.8% of the population of these
three regions are likely to be forced to move to escape the
effects of climate change. Drylands are particularly in
danger as The United Nations Development Programme
estimates that up to 90 million hectares of drylands in Sub-

Saharan Africa are prone to experiencing drought. Sahelian
countries like Sudan or Senegal could lose just over 50% of
their agricultural capacity.
Even though the future seems to be particularly
fearsome for those living in such places, there is still room
for optimism. If the world acts immediately to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and begins “robust development
flooding”, the number of potential climate migrants can be
reduced by 80% to 40 million. If we invest in the resilience
of rural communities in climate-vulnerable areas as a UN
landmark outlines,
this number could
be even further
reduced.
Regardless of what
the world does, the
key is that they do.
It’s time to act or it
might be too late.
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Report on GA4 and Article
In GA4, we started off by introducing ourselves,
stating our names, ages, the country they represent and a
fact. We learned a lot of interesting facts on the way. They
include delegates with 16 cats, trilingual people , graffiti
artists, guitarists, dancers, exotic foreigners, shy people
who get redder than spices when publicly speaking but are
capable of Kung Fu, and a delegate who does not know
which country she is representing.

Güzay Özverir
the topics, position papers, the structure of resolutions as
well as some final tips and hints" from the chair.

Then, the workshop continued with the chairs explaining lobbying and the procedure of debate. The chair
gave important advice to the delegates for the debates;
"take at least 2 points of information, at the end of your
speech you could ask if they have any questions to seem
more confident", try to learn your speech by heart otherThe chair started by explaining what the workshop wise it doesn’t look like you know what you are saying". It
is about; the actual conference, an introduction to was truly informative.
Medimun, definition of the terms, what they have to reLastly, the chair answered the questions raised on
search about their countries (allies specially), researching anything the delegates wanted to learn. After this they allowed the delegates to work on the sample resolution

Laws

and Regulations to Protect Endangered Plants

os, and medicines. The extensive
The
Convention on international trade of some plants
International Trade in Endangered and animals, together with crucial
factors like habitat loss, threatens to
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora
deplete some to the point of near
This Convention (more extinction.
commonly known by its acroSpecies protected under
nym CITES) is an agreement beCITES
are placed on one of three
tween governments worldwide to
appendices
depending on the degree
ensure that international trade in
wild plants and animals does not that international trade threatens
threaten their survival. CITES be- their existence:
gan in 1975 with 80 participating
nations. Now, 169 nations partici- 1. Appendix I - includes species
pate and the agreement protects that are threatened with extinction
more than 30,000 species of plants and CITES generally prohibits commercial international trade in these
and animals.
species. However, trade may be alInternational trade in wild- lowed under exceptional circumlife and plants is worth billions of stances, e.g. for scientific research.
dollars annually and includes hun- In these cases, trade may be authordreds of millions of plant and ani- ized if permits are obtained from
mal specimens. The trade is diverse, both the exporting and importing
ranging from live plants and ani- countries.
mals to a vast array of products de- 2. Appendix II - includes species
rived from them, including food, that are not threatened presently
exotic leather goods, wooden musi- with extinction but may become so
cal instruments, timber, tourist curi- unless trade is closely controlled.

International trade in Appendix-II
species requires a permit from the
exporting country; no import permit
is necessary for these species. Permits are only granted if the exporting country is satisfied that certain
conditions are met; above all, that
trade will not be detrimental to the
species’ survival in the wild.
3. Appendix III - includes species
that a country already regulates and
the country needs the cooperation of
others to prevent unsustainable or
illegal exploitation. International
trade in Appendix-III species require a permit from the exporting
country.
Examples of plants protected from international trade under
CITES include orchids, cacti, pitcher plants, some cycads and palms,
ginseng, goldenseal, and some tropical timber trees. Some of these
plants grow on national forests and
grasslands where they are managed
to ensure their perpetuation as viable populations and, where possible,
for sustainable commercial use.
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Report on the Historical Council and Article
Hüseyin Mermercioğlu
Our workshop started with an ice breaking activity
which mainly involved introducing ourselves. The activity
involved stating our names, schools and two truths and a lie.
Then, the chairs distingusihed the difference between the
Historical Security Council and the Security Council. The
Historical Security Council emphasizes historical accuracy
and certain dates as well as discussing scenarios that
occured in the past and this year is set in 1986. The topic
areas this year are the Chernobyl nuclear disaster, the
situation in South Africa – which is not as widely known as
the Chernobyl disaster and the Iran – Iraq war.

delegate of Israel recognized the fact that the law does not
allow Jewish people to pray on the mountain even if it is a
place where Israeli people can go.
The first and second clauses were vetoed on the basis that the sufferings of the Israeli people were disregarded.
Clause number 3 was debated in an open style which meant
that any delegate can speak for and against any time they
wished. Overall, after the 20 minute long debate, the clause
did not pass with 8 votes for and 9 votes against. Lastly,
clause number 4 made the majority of the delegates agree
on the fact that this clause was far more optimistic compared to the others. They said that it “advocates for peace”,
“religious rights of people are respected”, “promotes communication as well as peace in the world and Israel”, “the
damage would be fixed” and “a very effective for peaceful
cooperation”. The clause passed.

The more formal procedures during the workshop
began as the chairs commenced their presentation. The
closed debate began over a resolution of “The situation in
the Occupied Arab Territories (Jerusalem) in 1986). 10
minutes were given to the delegates to look over the resolution. The delegate of USSR took up a point about diversity,
The voting for the resolution was positive and it
religious racism ,democratic shift in the west bank and that passed.
the resolution does not declare war. On the other hand, the

A threat for the Middle East

The middle eastern countries of
Iran and Iraq were at war in the 1980s.
This deadly conflict dated from 22nd of
September 1980 to 20th August 1988.
The two countries had an unstable relationship as the dictator Saddam Hussein
demanded control over the Shatt alArab Waterway and Khuzestan. The
Iraqi air-force commenced a preemptive strike on Iranian airfields. 6
Iraqi ground divisions stormed the border aiming at the Khuzestan province
and Shatt al-Arab Waterway.
Should there have been a war in
the first place.? The amount of effort
put in by these countries question the
mentality of humanity and how much

one can fight for what they demand. My
conclusion for this controversial question is that we can not pursue and grow
by harming others, but by constructing
justice on a common ground. The 8th of
October 1986 marked the date of
“heavy losses of human lives and considerable material damage and endangering international peace and security”.
Some may suggest that the decisions of
these countries are dependent on their
strategic positions. My response would
be the acknowledgment that human
lives are of the utmost importance and
that too many sacrifices were made for
this war.
As history is judged with the analytical thought, it is intriguing to evaluate whether there were reasons for a
war. The need for a war may be different from the reasons for a war. Despite
the fact that, the idea behind war lacks
empathy and respect for human rights.
Looking at reasons for a war as chains
of reasoning may be a solution to help
us understand what the problem is and
how it is continuing. Recalling that Iraq

wanted to gain authority over the rich
oil producing land of Khuzestan, it
brought up the problem of sharing the
area that was divided by a border between both parties. Resolution 582 emphasizes the principle of the inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by
force. Overall, the territory and the fact
that it was a border could not have been
shown as a legal reason. Thus, it may be
stated that the war was nothing but a
competitive game between the government of Iran and Iraq.
The Iran – Iraq War was pointless
but inevitable due to the situation of the
Middle east at the time. It resulted in
tremendous death and destruction on
both sides and total economic loss
somewhere about 1.2 Trillion US dollars.
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Report on the Security Council and Article
Stefanie Mannari
The workshop began with registration followed by ice breakers, including a
game of 2 truths and a lie and others had to
figure out the lie. The chairs then described
the format of the Security Council and explained how the day would proceed, stating
rules and requirements needed for the workshop and the official day. They advised the
delegates on researching techniques and
introduced the debate topics and clauses.
The first clause urged all Member
States to officially and internationally recognise the Crimean referendum due to multiple reasons stated, such as the right to vote
being given to Crimean residents with
Ukrainian passports, therefore making the
referendum truly representative of the votes

of the residents of Crimea. No major oppo- would help solve the issue. The delegate of
sitions were made, most voting for, resulting Russia argued against the clause, stating that
in the clause to passing.
refugees should be sent to financially and
economically developed countries, not necThe second clause, submitted by the
essarily “large,” saying that Ethiopia is not
People’s Republic of China, encouraged the
suitable, since it is still developing and has
UN to fund military intervention from UN
its own crisis to get past. The clause did not
peacekeeping forces to prevent further viopass. The fourth and final clause authorized
lence such as surveillance and protection of
that 6 months after all official Russian presareas inhabited by Rohingya citizens. The
ence has left Crimea, a referendum will take
sick and disastrous conditions described led
place to determine the future of the region,
7 to vote For and pass the clause, despite the
ensured to be democratic, fair and open. All
arguments from the Russian Federation that
clauses passed except the third one.
the clause is not realistic.
Chairs asked for any questions, reFurther, the third clause strongly
clarified everything for the official debate
believed that if large countries (such as and then ended the meeting.
Ethiopia) would cooperate and get large
charity organizations to cooperate as well, it

Why is there war in Yemen?

Maria Stylianou Marilia Danae Patsalidou

“ They’re coming for us! They are going to kill us. I’m scared. Where are you? Why didn’t you take us with you? Now that you are in
heaven I have to take care of my 4 younger siblings. Why did you leave so soon? I need you. We need you…. Why are you not answering? Mum? MUM….”
Diseases: Choler a

How did the war start?
Failures of the president : The president tried
to bring the country through a different political
transition that supposedly would bring in stability to the country but unfortunately it was a
failure.
The ex-president Ali Abdullah
Saleh was forced , to hand over power to his
deputy, Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi, in 2011 due
to the conflict and the discontent that there was
in the country of Yemen
The great famine: All the financial income of
the country was spent in the war and the food
shortages started. Yemen is known as the poorest country in the United Arab Emirates. Yemen’s famine is described one of the worst and
longest famines in world history. Yemen water
tables have dropped as there is no money or
people to take care of them , and the only water
source that Yemen possesses is underground ,
which is dirty and full of disorders. The situation is getting more atrocious as the years go
on , Yemen found itself in a situation where it
can no longer survive on its own under the current circumstances which is why the UN and
other organizations had to intervene by providing humanitarian organizations like:







UNICEF
International medical corps
The Zakat Foundation
Norwegian Refugee Council
Hope for children
Forces of the UN so they can
provide safety for the ordinary
and armless people

information the public gets is from people
who manage to escape the ongoing civil
During the 9 year war in Yemen, war, however it is very dangerous for
many hospitals and pharmacies were de- journalists to talk about the tragedy that is
stroyed and doctors were killed during the happening in Yemen.
war. Because of the poverty the country
had it can not provide first aid to its peo- Consequences:
ple which is one of the main reasons why
cholera exists in Yemen. The first outFar from the bullets and bombs on
break of the disorder was in October of the frontlines in Yeman and in places like
2016 and around 1.3 million of suspected Ibb which are relatively calm, our staff
cholera cases were reported in Yemen and witness the indirect consequences of the
during that period there were 2653 deaths war on ordinary Yemenis. The collapse of
of people that died from cholera. Unfortu- the economy and the country's health innately Yemen is experiencing poverty and frastructure has meant that many people
this comes with a lot of disorders like are unable to afford transportation to the
cholera which hit again in 2017 in a worst few and far-between hospitals still funcform. However the main reason of deaths tioning in the country when they are ill or
in Yemen is not the disorders but because injured.
of the starvation the country suffers.
Around 85000 children have died from
The result is that some people destarvation because of politics and money. lay going to hospital until their symptoms
are worse, or while they gather the money
Why don’t we hear more about the needed for transportation. It is likely
conditions in Yemen?
many people never make it to health centres, and our teams believe that what they
Regrettably, because of the situa- see may just be the tip of the iceberg.
tion in Yemen it’s hard for journalists to
have access in the country and the only
International reactions to the Saudi-led intervention in Yemen (2015–present)
European Union-United Nations
Both The European Union and United Nations strongly believed that halting Saudi Arabia’s intervention in Yemen can lead to the solution of the crisis and warned the regional power to take actions responsibly. An emergency meeting of the United Nations Security Council in April 2015 took place to
discuss calling for "humanitarian pauses" in the airstrikes. In January 2016 according to the UN Report the
Saudi bloc had conducted airstrikes that had targeted civilians, including camps for internally displaced
people, weddings, schools, religious centres and markets. In the latest meeting of the UN Security Council
on 15th of July 2019 reiterated its commitment to remain active, be involved in the resolution of the conflict and stand by the people of Yemen.
United States
The USA National Security Council decided to provide the necessary military and intelligence
means to support Saudi Arabia with indirect action. US believed that the parties to the conflict should "end
the fighting" and restart a political dialogue.
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Article on the Security Council 2100
Marios Falekos
Firstly, for icebreakers, chairs and delegates played a game of “would you rather”
and a “get to know you” activity using
M&Ms, where depending on the number of
M&Ms each person got, they had to say that
many facts about themselves. They also
played another game to learn each other’s
names where each person ran around in a
circle shouting the name of the person that
was in front of them.
The chairs then proceeded to explain to
the delegates the structure of the security
council and gave them direction on how to
research their topics, explaining that they
must assume the security council takes place
in the year 2100. The chairs then quizzed
the delegates on different concepts, to ensure

Artificial Intelligence

that everyone fully grasped the terminology tries that have the resources to do it and that
needed for debates.
the usage of fossil fuels is a big issue that
needs to be resolved. The delegate of Brazil
The delegates were then given one minute then pointed out that the clause requires exof reading time, to prepare an argument for tractions that will harm the environment to
the mock debate. The first clause debated which the delegate of Germany responded
was on the security of national water re- by saying that certain environmental sacriserves. The delegate of Germany argued fices need to be done for the supply of wathat water supply is crucial and that the use ter.
of fossil fuels must stop. The delegate of
Germany then received points of inforIn the end, none of the four clauses
mation from the delegates of the Nether- passed, with the delegate of Germany being
lands and Saudi Arabia arguing that not all the only one who voted for them.
countries have the economic ability to deal
with the clause and that many countries
would not approve of it, as oil is their main
form of trade. The delegate of Germany
then responded that the clause targets coun-

Marios Falekos, Stephanie Mannari

Sentient, by definition, is something that has the ability to
perceive or feel things. With the rapid advancement of technology,
the concept of artificial intelligence is an ambivalent one, raising
the question of how far can technology go before it causes irreversible damage and has a severe impact on the lives of people.

Some systems work with the so-called genetic algorithms,
which work by creating many instances of a system at once, of
which only the most successful "survive" and combine to form the
next generation of instances. This happens over many generations
and is a way of improving a system. The unsuccessful instances are
deleted. If a sentient machine though, has to be treated like a living
If artificial intelligence machines become entities that can entity, will these genetic reforms be considered to be a form of
perceive, feel and act, then should they be treated like humans or mass murder?
animals of comparable intelligence? Scientists are using positive
and negative reinforcement to approach AI in order to improve their
Also, reason, is what distinguishes humans from other aniperformance, however what if a machine receives negative rein- mals. Will humans be able to reason with a machine if it can feel
forcement, could we consider its system to be suffering? Having and react like a human? What if for instance, a machine is ordered
sentient artificial intelligence causes an ethical dilemma as on the to eradicate AIDS in the world and after programming it does come
one hand, yes having a machine that can feel and react can cause it up with a way to do so, by killing everyone on the planet who has
to be more productive and have a positive outcome. However, on the virus. The machine did, in fact, accomplish its goal but not in
the other hand if a machine becomes charged with negative emo- the way humans intended it. Therefore, to what extent will IA’s
tions, will its reaction prove dangerous to humans? Will it stop inability to reason cause ethical problems?
working efficiently or give a negative output?
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Article on the Special Committee on Climate Change
Marilia Magnitis
The workshop in November was an exceptionally genuine connections with each other and needless to say
fun and fruitful one for the Special Committee on the Cli- their honourable chairs were constantly working harmonimate Crisis.
cally.
It started off with some memes and icebreakers ironically enough - followed by a fundamental overview of
the major issue they’re dealing with, emphasizing its significance. Then, the outline of topics and the preparation required for February’s Conference were presented to the
delegates by their chairs in detail with helpful examples.
The chairs were really engaging and encouraging and were
then faced with many thoughtful questions from their intrigued delegates, who were fully focused on the comprehensive foundation provided to them and were also consistently taking notes.

In the open rounds of debate the delegates were
considerate in many aspects and their giftedness shone
through. They were able to analyse and evaluate critically,
reasonably examine feasibility, give constructive criticism,
take details into account, manipulate their accurate
knowledge as well as correct themselves if needed.
One of the highlights undoubtedly was when they
all danced to ‘Rasputin’ in order to feel more energised before resuming debating. A few other characteristics of the
delegates that were displayed included their open mindedness, activeness, their ability to consider both short-term
and long-term impacts, application of current real-life examples, using both concise and congratulatory expressions
and having deep understanding of different countries’ abilities and the flexibility of scientific concepts.

They then proceeded with the icebreaker ‘2 truths 1
lie’ including numerous hilarious and oddly specific statements, which further strengthened their bond. The mock
debate that took place showcased the delegates’ confidence,
excitement, critical thinking and precise knowledge - everyOverall, most admitted that the workshop went betthing in an appropriately formal manner. They repeatedly
ter than expected and that they’re excited for the Conferrecalled facts which through respectful approaches could
ence. They can’t wait to see each other in February, unless manifest into realistic solutions, with many passionate inas stated by the chairs themselves - the world ends by then.
teractions between them. They seemed to have instant and

The question of encouraging ecological and social entrepreneurship as a way of
combatting climate change
Ecological entrepreneurship consists of varying goals that environmentally friendly businesses may choose to
aim for. Some of them include refusing
the use of unsustainable resources,
reaching carbon neutrality or a complete offset, investing in alternative
methods of production and in the technology used, turning down animal testing and cruelty, and generally producing
environmentally friendly products. It is
obviously more than just decreasing
their carbon footprint: businesses have
to take into consideration their usage of
energy, their waste output, the efficiency of their input of sources and so on.
The current rate that industries operate
at gives rise to countless negative externalities, which cannot be quantified,
leading to the cumulative depletion of
our planet's finite resources and other
fallouts such as health effects to employees as well as other people. It is
our duty to be sustainable and work
with nature rather than against it - for
both economic and ethical reasons.
Social entrepreneurship is a very
diverse concept, under which environmental, social, ethical, cultural and
many other issues fall under. There is
no official and precise definition for it as

beliefs vary tremendously around the
world. Social entrepreneurs are socially
-oriented innovators with a great range
of professional backgrounds, who most
of the time voluntarily run non-profit
businesses and often use specialised
metrics to attempt to measure their positive impact on society (both quantitatively and qualitatively). There is limited
funding and self-sustainability to this
undefined sector. Elkington and Hartigan in ‘The Power of Unreasonable
People’ note that “the salary gap between commercial and social enterprises… remains the elephant in the room,
curtailing the capacity of [social enterprises] to achieve long-term success
and viability.” However, those highly
devoted risk-takers work hard to identify
the roots of immediate and future hypothetical social issues to thus formulate
socially optimum and effective solutions
to them.

the conversion of antagonistic assets
into complementarities”. The entrepreneurs must be very driven and gifted
individuals, who will develop methods
which will be impactful even without
their own leadership, and according to
Elkington once again, they’ll insist that
the change they’ve brought about is
due to everyone around them. Combating climate change is definitely something that every person – let alone entrepreneur – must prioritise as it inevitably affects every current and future citizen of the Earth.

In today’s dynamic and interconnected global human ecosystem, environmental and social entrepreneurs can
collaborate to minimise the social cost,
which majorly consists of environmental
issues. This change making process
has been described by Hockerts as “the
creation of market disequilibria through
9

Get to know the Chairs!
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WHY DID YOU DECIDE TO BECOME A CHAIR?
~Panayiotis Constantinou
What's your favourite sound?
~“The sound of the needle of the
turntable when it drops on a record.”
“See another side of Medimun
by being on the other side of the
table. Be able to see a wide
range of delegates and have
fun.”
~Togay Ata Gokalp

~Daniz Alasgarova
“Michalis”

“Daniz”
~Michalis Kasoulides

“I wanted to play a big
role in others’ Medimun
experience and leave a
good impression. I enjoyed my first time as a
chair 2 years ago and
wanted to continue to
make everyone's
Medimun experience
better.”
~Valentin Grancharov

“I’ve been an admin
staff 2 years ago I’ve
been a delegate last year
so just trying all the
things and for me being
a delegate is the fun part
of the session but u can
be whatever u want and
for me trying everything
and trying to have fun
for me Medimun is a
serious thing but i won’t
kill u if u do a joke"
~Christos Georgiades

“Experience
medimun from
a different perspective, enhance my
knowledge and
help newcomers feel welcome.”
Andrea Soteriou, The GC

Why did you chose to chair this committee?
“I love working and consequently bonding
with delegates and this committee deals with
most important issue faced by our society.”
~ Emily Wallerström

“Because it's the best one.”
~Panagiota Yiallouri

“I wanted to become a
chair because I believe it
will give me a broader
perspective on the complex
issues being discussed as
delegates come up with
innovative solutions to
pressing problems.”
~Omer Emir Serak
“Because I want free
food.”
~Andrea Soteriou

“Delegates turn to us
for help, and we get
to be authoritarians
over them... I mean?
Yes”
~Andreas Marcou
“I enjoyed terrorizing
delegates so much the
first time I chaired, I
just had to do it
again!”
~Michalis Maacoux
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Humans of MEDIMUN
- Who would you poop on if you were a bird
and why?
“I’d poop on all of my friends because having
a bird shit means good luck”
~Rana Hassan

For more visit
our blog at
www.medimun.com
and at
https://
mediblog606827162.wordpress.com/

-Where do you not mind queuing?
~Togay Ata Gokalp: “Shoe stores when new a
shoe I want drops”
~Anastasis Moulazimis: “5 guys”
~Constantinos Attounis: “When I'm waiting
at the grocery store to buy kolokasi”

-What

are your expectations from
medimun?
“I expect to have fun while being involved in fruitful discussions, and defending taco-land (mexico).”
~Chara Zeniou

-If MEDIMUN were a TV Show what
would it be?”
“Game of Thrones. Pretty political but also
with dragons – that’s how MEDIMUN feels
like.”
~Feidias Psaras
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Sponsors
We would like to thank our generous sponsors for their invaluable assistance and
contribution to MEDIMUN 2020. The following list only includes the sponsors
who assisted MEDIMUN prior to the publication of this newspaper.

All of the information, articles
and opinions included in this issue are the property of MEDINEWS. No reproduction of any part of this issue is permitted without written consent from an appropriate authority.
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